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Dear Students,

Following questions are newly added in the April 2016 edition of ICAI Practice Manual. Since these
questions are newly added by ICAI we were unable to cover them in our 35th Edition materials. Since all
these questions are newly added, they will be very important from exam point of view. Please pay more
attention on these questions.

1. BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

Q.NO.1. Analyse the following cases in the context of Michael Porter’s Five Forces Model:
(i) A supplier has a large base of customers.
(ii) A manufacturer of sports goods has the advantage of economies of large scale production.
(iii) Products offered by competitors are almost similar.

i) Large base of customers of an organization (supplier) may increase its bargaining power in
comparison to the bargaining power of the customer.

ii) The manufacturer of sports goods would be in better position amongst existing competitors since it
has advantage of economies of scale. Even the threat of new entrants gets reduced.

iii) Similar products will reduce the bargaining power of the rivals, i.e., competitors. In other words the
bargaining power of the customer will be more.

Q.NO.2. The environment has many different influences, but it is very difficult for the managers to
make sense of these influences. Why?

The environment consists of several micro and macro factors that influence business enterprises. Some
of these factors may directly impact business, while others may have insignificant or far-fetched
influence. In spite of best of resources and capabilities it may not be possible for managers to make
sense of all these influences due to limitations of human mind at one end and diversity, uncertainly and
complexity of the environment on the other hand. These can be explained as follows:

Diversity: On account of diversity listing of all conceivable environmental influences may not be
possible.

Uncertainty: It is difficult to predict and understand future external influences on an organization.

Complexity: Managers, like other individuals, may tend to simplify complexity by focusing on aspects of
the environment that may confirm their prior views or are historically important.

Q.NO.3. Can businesses succeed in the long run by focusing only on profit as its primary
objective? What are other objectives of a business?

Business enterprises pursue multiple objectives rather than a single objective, however it is generally
asserted that private enterprises are primarily motivated by the objective of profit. All other objectives are
facilitative objectives and are meant to be subservient to the profit motive. However, profits cannot
remain primary objective in long run. Although some profits are necessary, organizations need to pursue
other objectives such as survival, stability, growth and like. These objectives also change with the
changes in the environment. Organisations monitor the changes in the environment, analyse their impact
on their own goals and activities and translate their assessment in terms of specific strategies. In
general, all organizations aim for optimum utilization of resources and economy inoperational costs.
Some of the other important objectives of a business are as follows:
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a) Survival: Survival is a basic, implicit objective of most organizations. While survival is an obvious
objective, it gains more value and prominence during the initial stage of the establishment of the
enterprise and during general economic adversity. The ability to survive is a function of the nature of
ownership, nature of business competence of management, general and industry conditions,
financial strength of the enterprise and so on.

b) Stability: Another important objective of business enterprises is stability. It is a cautious,
conservative objective that is often employed when things are not very conducive. It is a strategy of
least resistance in a hostile external environment.

c) Growth: This is a promising and popular objective which is equated with dynamism, vigor, promise
and success. Enterprise growth may take one or more of the forms like increase in assets,
manufacturing facilities, increase in sales volume and so on. Growth may take the enterprise along
relatively unknown and risky paths, full of promises and pitfalls.

d) Efficiency: Business enterprises seek efficiency in rationally choosing appropriate means to achieve
their goals. In a sense, efficiency is an economic version of the technical objective of productivity –
designing and achieving suitable input output ratios of funds, resources, facilities and efforts.
Efficiency is a very useful operational objective.

2. BUSINESS POLICY AND STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
Q.NO.1. In your view, what is the role of Corporate level managers in Strategic management?

There are three main levels of management in a typical organisation: corporate, business, and functional.
The corporate level of management consists of the chief executive officer (CEO), other senior
executives, the board of directors, and corporate staff. These individuals occupy the apex of decision
making within the organization and broadly have following roles:
a) Oversee the development of strategies for the whole organization.
b) Defining the mission and goals of the organization.
c) Determining what businesses it should be in.
d) Allocating resources among the different businesses.
e) Formulating and implementing strategies that span individual businesses.
f) Providing leadership for the organization.
g) Provide a link between the people who oversee the strategic development of a firm and those who own it.

Q.NO.2.“A company should focus on external perspective to define its mission”. Support this
statement with reasons.

A business organization is a part of overall structure of society and functions within wide external
environmental factors. It draws its resources from its external environment, processes them and provides
output in the form of goods and services. Therefore, it is correct to say that a business enterprise should
focus on external perspective to define its mission although enterprise’s internal situation cannot be
delinked while doing so. Bringing an external perspective justifies the very existence of company.
The mission statement is a message designed to be inclusive of the expectations of all stakeholders for
the performance of an enterprise / company over the long run. Some of the questions addressed by
mission statement are:
Why is the firm in business? What are the economic goals?
What is the operating philosophy in terms of quality, firm’s image and self-concept?
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What are the core competencies and competitive advantages?
What customers do and can a company serve?
How does enterprise / company view its responsibilities to stockholders, employees, communities,
environment, social issues or competitors?

Q.NO.3. ‘Organizations sustain superior performance over a long period of time, inspite of the
rapid changes taking place continually in its competitive environment if they implement strategic
management successfully.’ Discuss.

Business organizations function within dynamic environment. The environment may vary from being
conducive to hostile. Whatever be the conditions, implementation of strategic management is very
important for the survival and growth of business organizations. Strategy implementation helps in
improving the competence with which it is executed and helps organizations to sustain superior
performance in following manner:

a) Strategic management helps organizations to be more proactive rather than reactive in dealing with
its future.

b) It provides better guidance to entire organization on the crucial point – what it is trying to do.

c) It facilitates to prepare the organization to face the future. Organizations are able to identify the
available opportunities and identify ways and means as how to reach them.

d) It serves as a corporate defense mechanism against mistakes and pitfalls.

e) Over a period of time strategic management helps organization to evolve certain core competencies
and competitive advantages

3. STRATEGIC  ANALYSIS

Q.NO.1. What does the concept of ‘question marks’ in the context of BCG Growth-share matrix
signify? What strategic options are open to a business firm which has some ‘question marks’ in
the portfolio of its businesses?

The BCG growth-share matrix is the simplest way to portray a corporation’s portfolio of investments.
Using the matrix, organisations can identify four different types of products or Strategic Business Units.
Question Marks, sometimes called problem children or wildcats, are low market share businesses in
high-growth markets.

They require a lot of cash to hold their share. They need heavy investments with low potential to
generate cash. Question marks if left unattended are capable of becoming cash traps. Since growth rate
is high, increasing it should be relatively easier. It is for business organisations to turn those businesses
into stars and then to cash cows when the growth rate reduces. Thus the strategic option that they must
strive to achieve is to build. Here the objective is to increase market share, even by forgoing short-term
earnings in favour of building a strong future with large market share.

Q.NO.2. To which industries the following environmental changes will offer opportunities and
pose threats (name any two industries in each case). Give reasons for your answer.
(i) Significant reduction in domestic air-fares spanning over a long period.
(ii) Cut in interest rates by banks.

1. Significant reduction in domestic air fares spanning over a long period will have opportunities and
threats as follows:
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a) Opportunities
i) Tourism as there would be more demand.

ii) Hotels as travel would be cheaper and there would be more commuters.

b) Threats
i) Airlines Industry as there would be squeeze in their profits.

ii) In flight catering as they would face pressure to reduce cost.

2. Cut in interest rates by banks will have opportunities and threats as follows:

a) Opportunities
i) Capital intensive infrastructure as the interest cost will come down

ii) Real Estate as demand for property on loan will increase.

b) Threats
i) Banking industry facing reduction in saving and investments.

ii) Financial services industry in the area of managing funds such as pension funds, mutual
funds as their income will recede.

Q.NO.3. What steps would you take to construct a “Strategic Group Map’ for an industry?

A strategic group consists of those rival firms with similar competitive approaches and positions in the
market. Companies in the same strategic group can resemble one another in any of the several ways. An
industry contains only one strategic group when all sellers pursue essentially identical strategies and
have comparable market positions. The steps for constructing a strategic group map and deciding which
firms belong in which strategic group are as follows:

a) Identify the competitive characteristics that differentiate firms in the industry. The typical variables are
price/quality range (high, medium, low); geographic coverage (local, regional, national, global);
degree of vertical integration (none, partial, full); product-line breadth (wide, narrow); use of
distribution channels (one, some, all); and degree of service offered (no-frills, limited, full).

b) Plot the firms on a two-variable map using pairs of these differentiating characteristics.

c) Assign firms that fall in about the same strategy space to the same strategic group.

d) Draw circles around each strategic group making the circles proportional to the size of the group's
respective share of total industry sales revenues.

Q.NO.4. Key Success Factors (KSFs) are the rules that shape whether a company will be
financially and competitively successful? Do you agree with this statement? How to identify an
industry’s key success factors?

An industry’s key success factors (KSFs) are those things or strategic elements that affect industry
members’ ability to prosper in a market place. For a business organization within an industry, it may
include, cost structure, technology, distribution system and so on. It is correct to state that the KSFs help
to shape whether a company will be financially and competitively successful.
The answers to the following three questions help identify an industry's key success factors:

a) On what basis do customers choose between the competing brands of sellers? What product
attributes are crucial?
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b) What resources and competitive capabilities does a seller need to have to be competitively
successful?

c) What does it take for sellers to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage?

4. STRATEGIC PLANNING

Q.NO.1. Write short note on Conglomerate Merger.

Merger is considered to be a process when two or more companies come together to expand their
business operations. In such a case the deal gets finalized on friendly terms and both the organizations
share profits in the newly created entity. Conglomerate merger happens in case of organizations that are
unrelated to each other combine together. There are no linkages with respect to customer groups,
customer functions and technologies being used. There are no important common factors between the
organizations in production, marketing, research and development and technology. In practice, however,
there is some degree of overlap in one or more of these factors.

Q.NO.2. A Bakery starts producing pastries and other similar products. What type of
diversification strategy is being following by it and why?

A bakery normally is a small organization that produces and sells flour-based food baked in an oven.
Typically, a bakery produces breads, cakes, cookies, pastries, pies, etc. A bakery that is hitherto not into
producing pastries starts producing them and other similar products is following concentric diversification
which is basically related diversification.
In this form of diversification, the new business is linked to the existing businesses through existing
systems such as processes, technology or marketing. The new product is a spin-off from the existing
facilities and products/processes. There are benefits of synergy with the current operations. The most
common reasons for pursuing a concentric diversification are that opportunities in existing line of
business are available.

Q.NO.3. Identify with reasons the type of growth strategies followed in the following cases:
a) A leading producer of confectionery products advertising the new uses of its product

‘Chokoo Mix’ aggressively.
b) A company in publishing industry deciding to revise college text books.
c) A renowned company in textile industry starting to manufacture PFY and PSF, critical raw

materials for textiles.
d) A business giant in auto manufacturing enters into edible oils, hotels, financial services and

dairy businesses.

a) The organisation has adopted market penetration strategy (intensification) through advertising the
new uses of its product ‘çhokoo mix’ aggressively. Here the organisation seeks significant growth –
within the current business by selling existing products in the existing markets without changing the
product in a major way.

b) The company has adopted product development strategy (intensification) by deciding to revise
college text books. The company is already in publishing industry and must be having appropriate
competencies in dealer network and acceptance amongst the student community. Revising the
college text books (new product) would enable it to expand in the college text books segment
(existing market).
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c) The company has adopted backward integration strategy (vertically integrated diversification) by
starting to manufacture PFY and PSF, critical raw materialsfor textiles. This strategy, apart from
overall growth of the organisation, ensures uninterrupted supply of critical raw materials for the
present business of the firm. It will also enable the organization to retain the margins in dealing with
the raw materials which otherwise would have gone to its suppliers.

d) The business giant in auto manufacturing has adopted conglomerate diversification strategy by
entering into edible oils, hotels, financial services and dairy businesses. In conglomerate
diversification a business enters into new businesses that may have little or no linkages with existing
business. The organisation has mammoth growth ambition.

5. FORMULATION OF FUNCTIONAL STRATEGY
Q.NO.1. Demarketing strategies may aim to reduce demand temporarily or permanently.

Correct: Demarketing is a marketing strategy to reduce demand temporarily or permanently – the aim is
not to destroy demand, but only to reduce or shift it. This happens when the demand is too much to
handle. For example, buses are overloaded in the morning and evening, roads are busy for most of
times, zoological parks are over-crowded on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. Here demarketing can be
applied to regulate demand.

Q.NO.2. Write short note on Publicity and Sales Promotion.

Publicity and Sales promotion are adopted by organizations when they are undertaking promotion in the
overall marketing mix. Publicity is a non-personal form of promotion similar to advertising. However, no
payments are made to the media as in case of advertising. Organizations skillfully seek to promote
themselves and their product without payment. Publicity is communication of a product, brand or business by
placing information about it in the media without paying for the time or media space directly. Thus it is way of
reaching customers with negligible cost. Basic tools for publicity are press releases, press conferences,
reports, stories, and internet releases. These releases must be of interest to the public.

Sales promotion is an omnibus term that includes all activities that are undertaken to promote the
business but are not specifically included under personal selling, advertising or publicity. Activities like
discounts, contests, money refunds, installments, kiosks, exhibitions and fairs constitute sales promotion.
All these are meant to give a boost to the sales. Sales promotion done periodically may help in getting a
larger market share to an organization.

6. STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION AND CONTROL

Q.NO.1. What is an ‘hour glass structure’? How this structure benefits an organization?

In the recent years information technology and communications have significantly altered the functioning
of organizations. The role played by middle management is diminishing as the tasks performed by them
are increasingly being replaced by the technological tools. Hourglass organization structure consists of
three layers in an organisation structure with constricted middle layer. The structure has a short and
narrow middle management level. Information technology links the top and bottom levels in the
organization taking away many tasks that are performed by the middle level managers. A shrunken
middle layer coordinates diverse lower level activities.
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Hourglass structure has obvious benefit of reduced costs. It also helps in enhancing responsiveness by
simplifying decision making. Decision making authority is shifted close to the source of information so
that it is faster. However, with the reduced size of middle management, the promotion opportunities for
the lower levels diminish significantly.

Q.NO.2. ‘To coordinate more complex organizational functions, companies should abandon the
simple structure in favour of the functional structure’ Discuss.

Simple organizational structure is most appropriate usually in those small organisations that follow single
business strategy and offer a line of products in a single geographic market. When a small organisation
grows, its complexities also tend to grow which necessitates the companies to abandon the simple
organisation structure which it has been adopting hitherto and move towards structures like functional
organisational structure. A typical simple organization structure is often owner driven with small number
of employees. Functional structure groups tasks and activities by business function, such as production,
marketing, finance, research and development and is generally headed by Chief Executive Officer or
Managing Director. Besides being simple and inexpensive, a functional structure also promotes
specialization, encourages efficiency, minimizes the need for an elaborate control system, and allows
rapid decision making. At the same time with the passage of time and overall growth much more
complex organisational structures exist in business world. However, dividing organization according to
functional lines is invariably found at some level or the other.

Q.NO.3. Distinguish between Transformational Leadership Style and Transactional Leadership
Style.

Difference between transformational and transactional leadership

1. Transformational leadership style uses charisma and enthusiasm to inspire people to exert them for
the good of organization. Transactional leadership style uses the authority of its offices to exchange
rewards such as pay, status, etc.

2. Transformational leadership style may be appropriate in turbulent environment, in industries at the
very start or end of their cycles, poorly performing organisations, when there is a need to inspire a
company to embrace major changes. Transactional leadership style can be appropriate in settled
environment, in growing or mature industries and in organisations that are performing well.

3. Transformational leaders inspire employees by offering the excitement, vision, intellectual stimulation
and personal satisfaction. Transactional leaders prefer a more formalized approach to motivation,
setting clear goals with explicit rewards or penalties for achievement and non-achievement.
Transactional leaders focus mainly to build on existing culture and enhance current practices.
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Q.NO.4. Write short note on Implementation Control.

Implementation control: Managers implement strategy by converting major plans into concrete,
sequential actions that form incremental steps. Implementation control is directed towards assessing the
need for changes in the overall strategy in light of unfolding events and results associated with
incremental steps and actions. Strategic implementation control is not a replacement to operational
control. Strategic implementation control, unlike operational controls continuously monitors the basic
direction of the strategy. The two basis forms of implementation control are:

i) Monitoring strategic thrusts: Monitoring strategic thrusts help managers to determine whether the
overall strategy is progressing as desired or whether there is need for readjustments.

ii) Milestone Reviews. All key activities necessary to implement strategy are segregated in terms of
time, events or major resource allocation. It normally involves a complete reassessment of the
strategy. It also assesses the need to continue or refocus the direction of an organization.

7. REACHING STRATEGIC EDGE
Q.NO.1. Do you agree with the statement that “Strategic Management concepts are of no use to
Government organizations and Medical organizations”? Explain with reasons.

Business organization can be classified as commercial or non-commercial on the basis of the interest
they have. Typically, a government or medical organization may function without any commercial
objectives. A commercial organization has profit as its main aim. We can find many organizations around
us, which do not have any commercial objective of making profits. Their genesis may be for social,
charitable, or educational purposes.

The strategic-management process is being used effectively by countless nonprofit governmental
organizations. Many non-profit and governmental organizations outperform private firms and
corporations on innovativeness, motivation, productivity, and strategic management. Compared to for-
profit firms, non-profit and governmental organizations often function as a monopoly, produce a product
or service that offers little or no measurability of performance, and are totally dependent on outside
financing.

Especially for these organizations, strategic management provides an excellent vehicle for developing
and justifying requests for needed financial support.

THE END


